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ABSTRACT 
Formulas for the inverse of layered or striped Toeplitz matrices in terms of 
solutions of standard equations are given. These results are also generalized, in the 
generic case, to mosaic Toeplitz matrices and also to Toeplitz plus Hankel matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Gohberg and Semencul [5] have shown that for the generic case of a 
Toeplitz matrix A = [ai_i]iy,=l, it is enough to solve the two equations 
I AY = 
0 
iI 0 1 
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in order to obtain A- ‘. Note that there are 2m - 1 parameters involved in 
the definition of Toeplitz matrices, and the requirement of solving two sets of 
linear equations is therefore minimal. Denote by {E”‘}~= 1 the standard basis, 
and define an equation of the type AX = EC’) to be a standard equation. In 
Gohberg and Krupnik [4] it is shown that generically one can use the 
standard equations AX = E(l), AZ = EC’) in order to obtain A-‘. Ben-Artzi 
and Shalom [l] have generalized these results, showing that three standard 
equations, when properly chosen, will always be enough in order to construct 
the inverse of a Toeplitz matrix. Recently, the authors [12] proved that 
actually two standard equations are sufficient, as the solution of the third 
equation can be obtained using the entries [aiPj] as well. 
In this paper, we consider wider class of matrices. Let A = [ Ai];= 1 be an 
m-by-m matrix in which Ai = [ a(,i),& 1 :y= 1 (with Cf= lmi = m), namely, 
each Ai is an m,-by-m Toeplitz structured matrix. Such a matrix is referred 
to as a layered Toeplitz matrix, while its transpose is a striped Toeplitz 
matrix. Note that such a matrix involves (k + 1)m - k parameters. Lerer 
and Tismenetsky [13] have shown that solving k + 1 systems of equations, 
not all being standard equations, is enough to reconstruct A ‘. We show that 
this can be done with k + 1 standard equations in the following way: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be an m-by-m layered Toeplitz matrix with layers 
of size m,, . . . , mk. 
standard equations 
Suppose there are solutions XCMp) = col(x~“~J);“= 1 to the k 
AX’MP’ = EcMr,) p=l k ,.... , 
where, for ‘&ach p, M, = 1 + Ci < p mi marks the first row of the pth layer. 
For each p let h, be the index of the largest nonzero component of XCMp), and 
letj be any index such that hj = max{h,}P=,,.,,,k. 
(a) If mj < m - hj + 1 then A is not invertible. 
(b) lf mj > m - hj + 1 and there is a solution to the standard equation 
AXc”j+ m-h,+l) _ @M,+” -h,+U, 
then A is invertible with inverse 
k 
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where Q = S, - Ck = 1 X’“~J’F(“‘~~‘AS,,, (with S,, the m-by-m lower shifi 
matrix) and P = (X?“,f7~r-h~+l) _ Ql~l-“,+‘X(~4,I’)F(“l)/~~~). 
Layered and striped Toeplitz matrices are special cases of a larger family 
called mosaic Toeplitz matrices (see for example Heinig and Amdebrhan [S]). 
In Section 4, we show that in the generic case we can obtain the inverse 
through solutions of k + I standard equations. Finally, in Section 5 we also 
consider the class of Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrices (see [l, 91) and show that 
in the generic case we need to solve four standard equations in order to 
determine the inverse matrix. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prove some preliminary results necessary for our 
inversion formulae. For convenience the following notation is useful. For the 
rest of this paper row (hi);=, will denote the matrix [b,, . . . , bk], while 
col(bj)Jk= , will denote the matrix [b,, . . . , bklT. Note that this notation is valid 
if the b, are scalars, vectors, or even matrices of appropriate sizes. The 
following result from Gohberg and Shalom [ci] will be used throughout this 
paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an m-by-m matrix, and P, Q m-by-m matrices 
satisfying PA = AQ. Suppose XC’), . . . , x(k) are column vectors such that the 
matrix 
R = row[row[ Pi~lAX’~‘~]~~,]~l~, 
is invertible (for a given set of integers {mp} with m = Ci= ,m,,). Then A is 
invertible and has inverse given by 
REMARK. The case k = 1 of Lemma 2.1 first appeared in Ben-Artzi and 
Shalom [ 11. 
Let A = [ A,, ,I”,= r I =, be an m-by-m matrix where A,, y = 
[ a!‘eq& “2, 
’ .I J 
with m = CF,= , mT, = IL& ,n,,. Such a matrix is called a 
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mosaic Toeplitz matrix having k layers and I stripes. Define 
S(M) = 
S 
ml 
S 
“1 
S 
m2 
S 
and SCNj = 
“2 
where Si is the i-by-i lower shift matrix Si = [ $, 4+ 1]b, 4= 1. In addition 
define integers M,, p = 1,2,. . . , k, and N4, q = 1,2,. . . ,I, by M, = 1 + 
L<P m, and NY = CiGy ni. For a given integer p, M, marks the first row of 
the pth layer of A, while for given q, Nq marks the last column of the qth 
stripe. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a mosaic Toeplitz matrix. Then 
S,,,A - AS,,, = i SC,jAE(N~~)F(N~~) - i ECM~)FCMr)ASCyy), (1) 
q= 1 p=l 
where EC’) is the ith standard column vector and F(‘) = (E’i’)T is the ith 
standard row vector. 
Proof. From the definitions of SCM) and SCNj along with the mosaic 
structure of A we see that 
S,,,A - AS,,, = Sr”PAP,Y ] -A&& ;=i. 
Since each A p 4 is a Toeplitz matrix, we have 
_a’P%q’ . . . 
n 
_a(P.9) 
-(n,,-1) 0 
0 . . . 0 a(P’4) 
S~pAP, 4 - Ap>,%,l = 
(nq-1) 
. 
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hence S,,,A - AS,,, is given by 
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-_cy) . . . -#.l) - -(n, 1) 0 -&,l) . . . -u”$- 1) 0 
0 . . . 0 & 1) *-* 0 . . . 
-(n-l) 
0 $‘l) 
-(nrr 1) 
0 . . . (j &. 1; 0 . . . 
m-l-n, 
0 & 1; 
m,-l-n, 
_&l (nl- I) 0 -(p: -(n- 0 . . . l) 1) i 
0 . . . 0 Jk, 1) ... . . . 
-(TX-1) 
0 0 Jk.0 
-(n1- 1) 
The lemma is clear from the above decomposition. n 
We remark that Lemma 2.2 is a natural generalization of the well-known 
rank-two-decomposition of ST-TS for a shift matrix S and a Toeplitz matrix 
T. 
LEMMA 2.3 (See also Heinig and Rost [9]>. Let A = [ A,, ,I”,= 1 & 1 with 
Ai4 = [u$P~Y)]~!~;~ 1 be a mosaic Toeplitz matrix. With the notation as 
a ove, the matrix A is invertible if and only if the following equations are 
soluble: 
p = l,...,k, (2) 
AZ’“<,’ = s CM) AECNco, q = 1,. . .) 1. (3) 
In this case 
A-’ = row row QiplX [ [ 
where 
1 k 
Q = ScN) + c Z’Nd?‘N~’ - c X(%)F%)AS(,). 
9=l p=l 
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Proof. We will apply Lemma 2.1 to A with P = SCM), Q given above, 
and the columns XcMv), p = 1,. . . , k, determined by Equation (3). Note that 
the structure of ScIMj implies that 
p”- lAX(M,,’ = E(“p+i-l) for 1 < i < nrp, p = l,...,k. 
Therefore 
R = row[row[Pi-lAX(h’u)]~~,]~=, 
is precisely the identity matrix. Consequently the formula for A-’ holds. n 
3. LAYERED AND STRIPED TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
In this section we prove the main theorem stated in the introduction, 
along with some other related results. Therefore we now consider the special 
case where I = 1, that is, of a mosaic Toeplitz matrix having a single stripe. 
Such matrices are referred to as layered Toeplitz matrices. In this case, 
Lemma 2.3 implies that determining the invertibility of A (and also its 
inverse) is accomplished by solving the k + 1 linear equations 
u(MI>) = E(M,), p = l,...,k, 
AZ = S,,,AE’“‘. 
(4) 
(5) 
The inverse in the case that such solutions have been found in then given by 
where Q = S, + ZF’“’ - Ck, = i XcMp’FcMp’AS,. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If by chance SCM) AE(“) = 0, then the invertibil- 
ity of A can be determined with only k standard equations. In the Toeplitz 
case (i.e. when k = 1) this can happen if and only if A is lower triangular (cf. 
[12]). When k > 1, there are other cases where only k standard equations 
determine the inverse of A (cf. Example 3.1). 
For each p, let h, denote the index of the highest nonzero component of 
XcMp), and suppose h = max{hJ. For each index i let R, = min{m, - 1, m 
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- h}. Then we show that we can always construct column vectors 
X(MJ ,*.*> X(“l+Rb) satisfying 
(a> AX (“,+r) = j$hf~+~), 0 < r < Ri, 
(b) QXc M,+r-l) = XM+r), 1 < r < Ri, 
where Q = S, - Ckp_ I X(“~)F(n4~)ASr,L. Note that, since the last m - h 
components of each of the X(“r~) are zero, the structure of Q then implies 
that 
x(.Qf,+r-l) = xy”y’ = . . . = &y’,)+, 
1‘ I‘ for h +r<u <m. 
Clearly the above holds for T = 0; hence assume that we have an r with 
1 =g r < Ri such that X(h’,), . . . , X(“i+r-‘) satisfying (a) and (b) above have 
already been constructed. From 
k 
S,,,A = AS,, + Sc,jAE(‘n)F(“) - c E’“~~‘F’“~‘AS,,,, (6) 
p=l 
we have that 
-i E(MI))F(MI,)AS,IIX(MI+‘~l). 
p= 1 
Since m - r + 1 > h + 1 > h, it follows that x$‘,+ r = 0. The construction 
is true for all j < r - 1; hence the structure of Q implies that 
“@+r-n = x($;‘-2’ = . . . = x(Md) “1 r+l1 
so x~~~+‘-‘) = 0. Since r < Ri < mi - 1, we also have that E(hlk+r) = 
S, vj E(“l+r - ‘). Therefore 
k 
@M,+r) = AS,+“,+‘-1’ _ c E(MI,)F(MP)AS,,,X(M,+‘~l) 
p=l 
=A. s 
m 
x(M,+r-1) - ix (MI,)~(MI,)~smx(‘M,+r- 1) 
p=l 
(M,+r - 1) =AQX . 
Clearly X(“l+r) = QX (“~+r r) then satisfies conditions (a) and (b). 
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. Let j be an index such 
that hj = h, and assume that mj - 1 < m - h. Then ScMjE(M~+m~-l) = 0 
and 
x(M,+ 
II1 
m-1) = X(M~~m,-~) = . . . = x(MJ 
m m - InI + 1 = 0, 
since h < m - mj + 1. A similar argument to that given previously then 
implies that AX = 0, where X = QX(“~+m~-l). Since 
(M,+m,-l) = . . . = x(‘+f 1 + 0 
Xh+m, = Xh+m,-l h ’ 
and h + mj < m + 1, X is nonzero and hence A must be singular. 
Now let j be an index such that hj = h with m. - 1 2 m - h. Suppose 
there exists a solution XCM~+” -h~+l) to the standar d equation 
,&(‘M,+“” -h,+l) = E(M,+"'-h,+l) 
(Note that there may be more than one possibility for the choice of j.) Then 
‘4 
(MI) = X$+~~ -h,), and using Equation (6) we obtain 
scM)yx(M,+m-h,) = AS,X’“~+“-h,’ + S(M)AE(m)~;Mi+m-h,) 
-i 
E(MF)F(MP)AS,x(M,+m~h,) 
p=l 
E(M,+m-$+I) = AS,x’M,+“-h,) + S(M)AE(m)x~~) 
- Ckp=lE(M~)F(M,)ASIILX(Ml+m~hl) 
m(Mj+m-h,+l) = AS,X(M~f”-h,) + S,,,AE”“‘xft”,’ 
I 
_ Ax;= l~(M,)F(“,)ASmX(Ml+m~hl). 
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Therefore AZ = S,,) AE(“‘) for 
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z=+-) 
i 
x’M,+ 
xh; ’ 
m-h,+11 _ s,,,xW,+-h,) 
‘L( 
p-I’ 
x(M,+mph,+l) _ Qm-h,+lX(M,)), 
‘1 
and so, by Lemma 2.3, A is invertible with inverse given by 
k 
(Q + P)'-lX(M~) yl, p=, 
1 1 
with P = ZF’“‘. n 
REMARK 1. When k = 1, Theorem 1.1 first appeared in [12]. 
REMARK 2. It is natural to ask if it is possible that one can always use 
less than k + 1 standard equations to determine both invertibility and the 
inverse of a layered Toeplitz matrix. This is not the case, as has been shown in 
[12] in the k = 1 case. 
REMARK 3. A mosaic Toeplitz matrix with k = 1, that is, with only one 
layer, is called a striped Toeplitz matrix. Since the transpose of a striped 
Toeplitz matrix is a layered Toeplitz, the results of this section (using row 
standard rather than column standard equations) are also valid for the striped 
Toeplitz case. Our methods, however, do not construct the inverse of a 
striped Toeplitz matrix in terms of column standard equations as was the case 
for layered Toeplitz matrices. Indeed, it is an open question how such a 
representation can be constructed. 
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose A is the 5-by-5 layered Toeplitz matrix 
1 1 0 0 a 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 
with m, = 2 and m2 = 3 (and hence M, = 1 and M, = 3). There are 
solutions to AX(‘) = EC’) and AXC3) = EC3) given by 
! 
h+1 
x(1) = 1 
--ab2+h2+ac-a--_-c++ 
d 
ab” - b” - ab - ac + b + c - 1 1 and -ab-ac+a+b+c-2 ab+a-b-l 
1 
x(3) = 1 
--a”+a-1 
d ! 1 a2 - za + 1 a2 - ah-a+b a-l 
with d = a”b - ab’ + a2 + b” - ab + ac - 2a - c + 2. 
If a = b = c = 0, then SCM) AE’“) = 0. Therefore A is invertible with 
inverse given by 
[x(l), QX”‘, Xc3), QXc3’, Q5@3)] 
with 
I 
2 ; 0 0 0 
1 1 
1 2 0 0 0 
Q = S,5 - (X(‘)F(‘) + X(3)F(3)) AS, = + + 0 0 0 . 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 1 2 2 0 1 0 
If c1 = 1 and b and c are arbitrary, then h, = 4 and h, = 2. Since 
ml - 1 < m - h, and there is already a standard solution for column 
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M, + m - h, + 1 = 3, A is invertible. In this case the construction used in 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 allows one to avoid the extra matrix P. The inverse 
in this case is given by 
where 
[X(1’, QX'l', X(3), QX'3', Q9(3)] 
Q = S, - (X(‘)F(‘) + X(3)F(39 AS, 
-1-b -1 -b -1-b-c 0 
l+b 1 b b+c 0 
= 
I 
1 1 0 1 0 . 
1 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
If a = 2, b = -1, and c # 1, then h, = 4 and h, = 5. Since m2 > m 
- h, + 1, we need to solve the extra standard equation 
AX'41 = $54) 
in order to determine invertibility. There is such a solution in this case so A 
is invertible with inverse given by 
[ X(l), (Q + P) XC’), XC3), (Q + P)X’“‘, (Q + P)“X’3’l 
where now Q = S, - (X(‘)F(‘) + XC3’FC3))AS5 
QXC3))FC5)/@). This gives 
I 1 
and P = (Xc4’ - 
P+Q= 
1 1 C 
0 _- 
C-l c-l c-1 
3 3 2+c 
0 ~ _~ - 
c-l c-l c-l 
c-2 1 c-2 
l- - - 
c-l c-l c-l 
3 2+c 2fc 
1 _- -- 
c-1 c-1 c-l 
1 1 1 
0 -- - -- 
c-l C-l c-l 
4c - 5 
C-l 
6c - 9 
-~ 
c-1 
1 
-- 
c-1 
2c2 + c - 6 
c-l 
c-2 
c-l 
Note that (P + Q)X’l’ = QX”‘, since xi” = 0. m 
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The standard equations that are used in Theorem 1.1 all correspond to 
the first rows of each layer. It is also possible to use standard equations that 
instead use the last rows of each layer. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a m-by-m layered Toeplitz matrix with layers of 
size ml,...,mk. Suppose there are solutions XCMp) = col(~~~p));“_ 1 to the k 
standard equations 
&q(Mp) = E(M,), p=l k >.--, , 
where, for each p, M, = Ci ~ p m, denotes the last row of the p th layer. For 
each p, let t, be the index of the first nonzero component of XC Mu), and let j 
be the index such that tj = min{tJP= 1, ,,,, k. 
(a) If mj < tj, then A is not invertible. 
(b) Zf mj > tj and there is a solution to 
then A is invertible with inverse 
k 
(Q + P)i-lX(M~) i=,,, p=l 
1 1 
where Q = Si - Ck,_,X(%WMr)~S;, p = (x(VtJ - Q~x('MI))F(~)/~I:M,) 
and 5’: is the m-by-m upper shi$ matrix. 
Proof. Let A = [A(‘) 1 and 
I 
J ml 
J 
J 
m2 
CM) = 
where Jj is the i-by-i matrix Ji = [ $,, 9 _-i + 1]b, 9= 1 having ones along the 
antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Then 
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is a layered Toeplitz matrix having components 
The matrix A also has layers of size m,, . . . , mk; hence the first row of the 
ith layer is given by 
ui = m, + ... +mi_, + 1 = Mj - mi + 1. 
We will show that the conditions on A in Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to the 
conditions on Ain Theorem 1.1. 
For each i the standard equation 
is equivalent to 
where xC@e) = Jrn X (Ml) Note that if hi is the last component of X(@i), then . 
hi = m -ti + 1. 
Clearly an index j such that tj = min{tJ corresponds to an index j such that 
hj = max{hJ. If mj < tj then mj < m - h, + 1, so A(and hence A) is not 
invertible. 
Similarly, from part (b) th e condition mj 2 tJ corresponds to mj > m - 
Kj + 1 for such a j, while an equation of the form 
can be transformed into a solution of 
-- 
AX(h,I+‘“-“J+‘) = E(‘q,+Wh,+l) 
where ~(~+mph~+l) = Jnz X CMi-f~) Therefore A(and hence A) is invertible . 
by Theorem 1.1. In this case the inverse of Ais given by 
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with 0 = S,,, - xk = 1 $%‘j&‘AS, and p = (X(M,+m-$+I) _ 
Q”’ - “I~‘~(~~))F(~)/X~I). Therefore 
which gives part (b), since for example (setting J = Jm> 
and a similar transformation shows that JFJ = P. n 
REMARK 4. Similar results hold for layered Hankel matrices (and also 
striped Hankel matrices). Indeed, if A is a layered Hankel matrix, the JcMj A 
is a layered Toeplitz matrix. Hence for such matrices the argument presented 
in Theorem 3.1 is the main technique required in translating the results in 
this paper to the layered and striped Hankel cases. 
4. GENERIC MOSAIC TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
Let A = [A,,,$=,:=, with A,,, = [u~!;Y)]~=P~J~~, and Ck,=,mF, = 
C$, lnq be a mosaic Toeplitz matrix. In this section we consider the problem 
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of inverting a mosaic Toeplitz matrix using only standard equations. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that k < 1; otherwise, we would consider 
AT instead A. As in previous sections, M, will mark the first row of the pth 
layer, and NC! the last column of the 4 th stripe. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a mosaic Toeplitz matrix, and suppose there are 
solutions XCMp) = col( ZC!“~))~= I I,...,m to the k standard equations 
AX”%f>,’ = j’$Mp), p=l ,*..> k. (7) 
Assume that the l-by-k matrix 
CM,) x.v, . . . (Mk) X.4’, 
xx : I :I . i (WI) Xx, . . . xp i 
has full rank 1. If, f or each m, > 1, there are solutions 
AX(,!‘fp+l) = E(hf,+I) p = l,...,k, 
then A is invertible with inverse given by 
(Q + P)i-‘X(“p) y:, 
1 1 
k 
r 
where 
and (setting V ci) = X(“z+l) if m, > 1 and 0 othemc;ise) 
1’ (8) 
P = ([v(l),..., VW] _ Q. [ x(Md, .. . , x@‘d]) . y. . 
Here, Y is any right inverse of the rank-l l-by-k matrix X, i.e. XY = I. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3 the invertibility of A is equivalent to the existence 
of solutions to the equations 
,&Mp) = E@‘$), p=l k ,*--i > (9) 
AZ’Nd = S, M) AE(Nd, q = 1,...,1; (10) 
hence we need to determine the ZcNJ, i = 1,. . . , q. 
For any solutions of (7) Equation (1) implies that 
1 
ScM+X(M’) = AScNjXcM’) + c Sc,lAE(N&$M~) 
‘I 
q=l 
E(“~)F(MP)AS~N~X(M’), 
p=l 
Since 
SAX = S(M)E(M’) = 
@“‘f,+l) if m,>l, 
0 if m,=l, 
we see that 
[ ScMjAEcN’), . . . , S,M,AE’Ncf’] .X 
= A. ([V’“; . . . , V’k’] - [ SCNjX@y.. . , ScNjX(Mq 
+[X CM,) . FcMl) . A . ScNj,. . . , Xc”k) . Fc”k) . A . SC,,] [ XcMl), . . . , XcMk)]), 
in which Vci) = X(“b+l) if m, > 1 and 0 otherwise. 
Therefore, since X has full rank, there are solutions to (10) given by 
[z(l), . . . ) Z’y = ([v(l), . . . ) V’k’] 
- %‘J) i -[ XCM’)FCMl)ASC,), . . . , XcM*)FcMc)AScN,]) 
x [ XC”l), . . . , XC”k) I) . Y; 
hence A is invertible with inverse given by (8). n 
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REMARK 1. When k = I = 1, Theorem 4.1 is the same as the Gohberg- 
Krupnik formula. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a mosaic Toeplitz matrix, M, the number of the 
last row of the pth layer, and NV that of the first column of the qth stripe. 
Suppose there are solutions XCMp) = col( XI! Mp))j”_ 1 of the k standard equations 
m(Mp) = ~@fp), p=l , * * * , k, (11) 
and assume that the l-by-k matrix 
has full rank 1 with right inverse Y. Zf, f or each mP > 1, there are solutions 
&((M,-l) = @Mp-l), p = l,..., k, (12) 
then A is invertible with inverse given by 
(Q + P)i-lX(Mp) I=_ tzI: 
1 1 
where 
Q = STN, - i XCM~)FCM~)AS;r,), 
p=l 
and (seeing V(j) = X(“l-l) if m, > 1 and 0 otherwise) 
F(&) 
P = ([V(l), . . . , V@‘] - Q[ Xc”l), . . . , X(“k)]) + Ye 
[ 1 ; . F(W) 
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Proof. Indeed, let x = JCMj AJCN,. Then x is a mosaic Toeplitz matrix 
[ & 4 ]“, = i : = i with the entries of &, 4 determined by 
,-(r.9) = JP~Y) 
t mp-*y-i' 
Note that each ZJ’,q) also has size vnr by n4. 
It is a simple matter to use the argument of Theorem 3.1 to show that the 
conditions on A in Theorem 4.2 correspond to the conditions on x in 
Theorem 4.1. Indeed, equations of the form (11) are equivalent to 
a(cr’ = E(“p, p = l,...,k, 
where for each p, ET2 _ = M, - vnp + 1 is the number of the first row of the 
pth layer of Aand XCMp) = JCN,XCap’. Note that 
where g is the last column of the ith stripe of x 
Similarly, equations of the form (12) are equivalent to 
z(M)+l) = E(nr+l) p=l >---> k, 
with $6+‘) = JcN)x (Frj-l). Therefore x, and hence also A, is invertible by 
Theorem 4.1. The inverse formula for A follows directly (using the argu- 
ments from Theorem 3.1) from the inverse formula for x n 
REMARKS. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can also be given in the case of mosaic 
Hankel matrices. 
REMARK 3. In the case of a block Toeplitz matrix there are examples 
where the inverse can be given in terms of solutions of standard row and 
standard column equations. For example, the formula of Gohberg and Heinig 
[3] gives the inverse once the first and last block rows and columns of the 
inverse are known. Inversion formula in terms only of solutions to standard 
block row and block column equations are also given in Ben-Artzi and 
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Shalom [2] and Lerer and Tismenetsky [14]. Using appropriate row and 
column permutations, it is easy to see that block Toeplitz matrices are the 
same as mosaic Toeplitz matrices having constant width stripes and constant 
height layers. In this context the Gohberg-Heinig formula describes the 
inverse in terms of solutions of standard column equations corresponding to 
the first and last columns of each stripe and standard row equations corre- 
sponding to the first and last rows of each layer. It would be of interest to 
generalize such formula to inverses of more general mosaic matrices. This 
would also be true of corresponding mosaic forms of the formula of Ben-A&i 
and Shalom and Lerer and Tismenetsky, even in the generic case. It is an 
open question whether or not one can construct an inverse for a nongeneric 
mosaic Toeplitz matrix using only standard row or standard column equa- 
tions. 
5. GENERIC TOEPLITZ-PLUS-HANKEL MATRICES 
In this section we show that the techniques used previously are also 
applicable to matrices having the structure of a Toeplitz-plus-Hankel matrix. 
In this case we obtain results of Heinig and Rost [lo]. Thus let A = T + H, 
where T = [tt_j]rj=l is a Toeplitz matrix and H = [II,+~_~]~~~~ is a Hankel 
matrix. The matrix U = S, + S,‘, takes the role of the shift matrix of previous 
sections. 
LEMMA 5.1. A = T + H is invertible if and only if there are solutions to 
AX(l) = EC’), AZ”’ = (S’T + SH)E’l’, 
a’“’ = E’“’ AZ’““’ = ( STT + SH) E’“‘. 
In this case 
A-’ = row[ Qi-lX(l)] ,“= 1 . R-‘, 
where 
Q = QIS + Q$ + Z”‘F”’ + Z”“‘F’“’ 
with 
Ql = Z _ X(‘)F(l)T _ X’““F’“‘H 
Q2 = z _ X(~)F(~)H _ x(“)F(“‘)T 
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and 
R = row[u”-W]I”=, 
Proof. Set P = U, and note that 
PA = AP + (S + S1’)(T + H) - (T + H)(S + S’) 
= (ST - TS) + ( STT - TST) + (SH - HS’) + (S’H - HS) 
= (STT + SH) E(W1) + (ST + STH) E”“‘F(“’ 
- E(“F’l’(TS + HST) - E’“‘F’“‘( HS + TST) 
= AQ. 
Since R = rod Pi- ‘Ax(~‘]E 1 is invertible, the result then follows directly 
from Lemma 2.1. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A = T + H, and suppose there are solutions to the 
four standard equation 
A_@‘) = E(l) AX@’ = E(z), 
m(m-1) = E’m-&p”’ = E’““‘. 
Suppose the Z-by-2 matrix 
(1) 
x= x1 
(WI) 
x1 
[ 1 #) ,(m) m m 
is invertible. Then A is invertible with inverse given by 
A-’ = row[(Q + P)“-’ x(“];Cl *R-l 
where Q = QIS + Qz ST with 
Ql = Z _ X(‘)F(‘)T _ X’“‘F’“‘H 
Qz = Z _ X(‘)F(‘)H _ X’“‘F’“‘T 
p = ([XV), x(m-1) ] - Q[ X(l), X’“‘]) . X-1 . 
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R = row[U’-lE(‘)],n=l. 
Proof. For notational convenience let 
B, = STT + SH, B, = ST + S?‘H, 
B, = TS + HS’, B, = HS + TST. 
Then 
EC”) = UE(‘) = AUX(‘, + B,E(l)+) + B2E(‘“)x;;) 
_ AX(l)F(l)BJ(l) _ AX”“‘j7’““B, X(l), 
EC”-1) = UE’“’ = AU_@“’ + BIE(‘)r(l”) + B2X;T”) 
_ ~‘m’F”‘B,X(m) _ A_+$+‘)B4X(m); 
hence 
B,E”‘, B, E”“‘] . X 
= [ B,E%:;) + B, - E(m)~(L), , B,E%l”l) )), + B, E(,n),(m) II-1 1 
= BIE(‘)F(l)X(l) + B,E F X [ 
(7lL) ())I) (I), BIE(l)F(l)X(d + B, E”“‘F’“‘X’““‘] 
=A[Y > (1) y(2)] > 
where 
y(1) = X(z) + X(1)F(I)B3X(1) + X(‘“)F(‘n)B4X(1) - uX(l), 
~(2, = x'"- 1) + X(1)@1)&@'") + X("~)F("')B4X(d - UX'"'. 
Therefore, when X is invertible we obtain 
[z(l), Z’““] = [ y (11, y W] . x- 1 ) 
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which implies that A is invertible by Lemma 5.1. The inverse formula also 
follows directly from the previous lemma. n 
The authors would like to thank an anonymous referee for pointing out 
sonw errors in the original proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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